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General Information
Training Name: Six decades of CISV

Trainer: This session was developed by Dominique Edwards and Rupert
Friederichsen. In its current form, it has not yet been run yet. Do send any
comments and suggestions for improvement!
E-mail Address: cisvdomi@gmail.com

Duration: 90 minutes

Expected Outcomes(s):
Participants will
 gain knowledge of CISV’s history
 be able to place CISV’s development in wider political and social key events and changes
 be supported in forming their group of trainees and gain teamwork experience
Training Session Description:
Trainees will develop new knowledge of CISV by discussing and presenting the six decades of CISV’s existence. They will develop new skills as
facilitators by presenting a poster at the end of the session. They will have the opportunity to create posters as a group and thereby get to know each
other and learn how to work within a group.

Training Session
Element, Goal(s) &
Indicator(s)
Preparing the ground
for goal 1;
Indicator 4b

Activity

Materials

Time

What are participants doing?



 Poster-sized
paper
 Pens
 Markers
 Colouring
supplies

50 minutes

Do:
 Trainees write and draw
what they associate with
different decades,
establishing an emotional
and personal connection
with history
 Trainees are encouraged to
think about how CISV





CISV International Ltd
Official Form

Prepare six posters each with the headline
of a different decade on it (i.e. 1950,
1960s, 1970s, etc.)
Break trainees into six smaller groups and
ask them to write and draw what they
associate with each decade (allowing c.
45minutes)
When the groups’ levels of activity start to
go down, ask trainees to add information (if
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Preparing the ground
for goal 3.







they know) relating to CISV in a given
decade
Ask each group to assign one member who
will present a summary of their poster to the
big group
Optionally, you can ask participants to move
around and add things to each poster
Once the six posters are drawn, ask
participants to come back into the large
group
Each small group presents their poster to
the big group
The trainer should make sure that for each
decade, some key events or changes
relating to CISV are included in the
discussion and are included in the poster.
If you have the technology available, show
trainees the Prezi CISV 1951-2011 or use
page two of the 2010 Annual Report to
confirm and add to what is on the posters.

Trainer: You will have to decide how exactly to
do this according to local circumstances: If the
technology is available, you may want to show
one slide of the prezi presentation to go with
each decade.

looked like at the time

Computer &
projector, if available
Resources:
 Prezi
presentation CISV
1951-2011,
available online
here.
 CISV Annual
Report 2010
gives an overview
of key events in
CISV’s history.
Available online
here.

25 minutes

Do and apply: Allow the
trainees to present their group
presentations and illustrations
to everyone.
Reflect: How does CISV fit into
each decade?

If you don’t have a computer and projector, use
the prezi beforehand to familiarise yourself with
some CISV-related dates and historical
knowledge, and add the CISV facts to the
posters.
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Preparing the ground
for goal 3.

Trainer: Ask trainees to summarise how CISV
has developed over the decades. Ask how they
feel that CISV may have been shaped by events
and circumstances of the time.

Preparing the ground
for goal 3.

To wrap up, you can give trainees the quiz on
the history of CISV to test their knowledge.
Maybe you want to prepare a small prize for the
CISV history champion.

10 minutes

 CISV history quiz
(see appendix)
 Prize for the quiz
winner

5 minutes

Reflect: How has CISV changed
over time?
Generalize: In which way is an
organization like CISV a “child of
its time”?
Reflect: What have I learned
about CISV’s history?

Lessons Learned
What did you learn from this session?
This session has not been run yet. If you run it and have lessons to share, please let us know (cisvdomi@gmail.com) and we will add them.
Tips for Facilitators:
Trainers should not expect that participants have knowledge of milestones of CISV’s development for each decade. Therefore, when presenting the
posters to the big group, the trainer should be prepared to add and discuss some CISV related milestones to make sure that for each decade some
milestones are covered. Make sure every item from the quiz has been covered if you intend to use the quiz!
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Appendix: Quiz: Six decades of CISV
Tip: Do the quiz in the form of "Jeopardy" or another popular quiz game to make
it cheerful and experiential!
List of questions:
1. When and where did the first CISV Village take place?
2. In 1969, what CISV programme took place for the first time?
3. What year did Seminar Camp become an official CISV programme?
4. What year was the first Summer Camp?
5. What year did the first IPP take place?
6. When did the first Mosaic take place?
7. In 1962, which CISV programme took place for the first time?
8. In what year did the first CISV camp reunion take place?
a. 1967
b. 1974
c. 1959
d. 2012
9. In 1951 what National CISV Associations were founded?
10. In 1955, which five National Associations were established?
11. In 1962, what National Association(s) were established?
a. Spain & Portugal
b. Philippines
c. Indonesia & Korea
12. Romania & Senegal
13. In 1977, what National Association(s) were established?
a. Kenya
b. El Salvador
c. Lebanon
d. Greece, Hong Kong, Algeria
CISV International Ltd
Official Form
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14. In 1979, what National Association(s) were established?
a. Australia, Colombia, Bulgaria
b. Thailand & Faroe Islands
c. Cote D’Ivoire
d. Chile
15. In 1983, what National Association(s) were established?
a. Egypt
b. Peru
c. Honduras
d. Mexico
16. True or False: In 1978, Norway became a National Association.
17. True or False: In 1951, Sweden became a National Association.
18. True or False: In 1989, India became a National Association.
19. True or False: In 2001, China became a National Association.
20. True or False: In 1994, Ecuador became a National Association.
21. True or False: In 1979, New Zealand became a National Association.
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Answer Sheet
1. Cincinnati Ohio, USA, 1951
2. Youth Meeting
3. 1971
4. 1985
5. 1997
6. 2005
7. Interchange
8. C: 1959
9. A: Norway, Sweden, Mexico, USA, Austria, France
10. A: Argentina, Costa Rica, Brazil, Guatemala, Luxembourg
11. B: Philippines
12. D: Greece, Hong Kong, Algeria
13. A: Australia, Colombia, Bulgaria
14. C: Honduras
15. A: False, Norway became a National Association in 1951
16. A: True
17. A: False, India became a National Association in 1956
18. A: False, in 1996, China became a National Association.
19. A: True
20. A: False, in 1980, New Zealand became a National Association. In
1979, Australia became a National Association.
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